Modeling knee osteoarthritis pathophysiology using an integrated joint system (IJS): a systematic review of relationships among cartilage thickness, gait mechanics, and subchondral bone mineral density.
To introduce an integrated joint system (IJS) model of joint health and osteoarthritis (OA) pathophysiology through a systematic review of the cross-sectional relationships among three knee properties (cartilage thickness, gait mechanics, and subchondral bone mineral density). Searches using keywords associated with the three knee properties of interest were performed in PubMed, Scopus, and Ovid databases. English-language articles reporting cross-sectional correlations between at least two knee properties in healthy or tibiofemoral OA human knees were included. A narrative synthesis of the data was conducted. Of the 5600 retrieved articles, 13 were included, eight of which reported relationships between cartilage thickness and gait mechanics. The 744 tested knees were separated into three categories based on knee health: 199 healthy, 340 at-risk/early OA, and 205 late OA knees. Correlations between knee adduction moment and medial-to-lateral cartilage thickness ratios were generally positive in healthy, inconclusive in at-risk/early OA, and negative in late OA knees. Knee adduction moment was positively correlated with medial-to-lateral tibial subchondral bone mineral density ratios in knees of all health categories. One study reported a positive correlation between lateral tibial subchondral bone mineral density and femoral cartilage thickness in at-risk/early OA knees. The correlations identified between knee properties in this review agreed with the proposed relationship-based IJS model of OA pathophysiology. Accordingly, the IJS model could provide insights into overcoming current barriers to developing disease-modifying treatments by considering multiple aspects of OA disease, aspects that could be assessed simultaneously at an in vivo system level.